Abstract Exteroceptive sensors can be used to estimate the robot pose in order to suppress inaccuracies coming from the accumulation of modelling errors when using the classical control approach. In some cases, it is impossible to directly observe the end-effector. Thus we can replace it efficiently by the observation of the legs directions. However, with such an approach, unusual results were recorded, namely: (i) the possibility of controlling the robot by observing a limited number of legs, and (ii) in some cases, the robot does not converge to the desired end-effector pose, even if the observed leg did. These results can be explained through the use of the hidden robot concept, which is a tangible visualisation of the mapping between the observed leg direction space and Cartesian space. In the present paper, it is explained (1) why the tools used in mechanical design can be efficently applied in control analysis via the use of the hidden robot concept which is, in our opinion, a way to unify the analysis of the mechanical and control performances and (2) why we believe that the hidden robot concept must be used to modify the robot design methodologies in order to include control-based performance indices.
Introduction
Sensor-based control approaches have proven to be more efficient than model-based control approaches when accuracy is required in robotized industrial applications [9] . The most usual approach is to observe the robot end-effector pose through the use of a camera. However, for some operations, such as the milling of materials, it is not possible to observe the end-effector. An innovative vision-based control approach that can be used on parallel robots has been proposed in [2] . It is based on the fact that parallel robot links are usually made of rectilinar cylindrical rods that can be easily detected in the camera space. The information being acquired through an external sensor, this technique allows to estimate indirectly the pose of the end-effector from it.
Servoing through the robot leg observation was sucessfully applied to several types of robots, such as the Gough-Stewart (GS) platform, the Adept Quattro and other robots of the same family [2, 3] .
However, two unexpected results arose from the use of this technique: (1) it was possible to control the robot by observing a number of legs fewer than the total number of legs; this is surprising because in actuator-based control schemes, each actuated leg has to be controlled to fully servo the robot, and (2) in some cases, the robot did not converge to the desired pose, even if all observed leg directions did.
Not only were these two points inexplicable, but other questions arose too: (3) are we sure there are no local minima (for which the error in the observation space is non zero while the robot platform cannot move [8] ) and (4) are we sure that there is no singularity in the mapping between the leg direction and the Cartesian spaces?
Due to the unusual nature of this visual servoing technique, all these points were left unanswered. Indeed, the nature of the mapping was not clearly understood. The answer came only recently, when two of the authors of the present paper proposed the existence of a virtual robot model "hidden" within the controller. This robot presents singular configurations and assembly modes different from the controlled robot, and it is this hidden robot whose properties are being used through the observation of the real robot's leg directions. This proposition was fully demonstrated and validated through experiments in [13] .
The aim of the present paper is to introduce the generalized concept of hidden robot model and to show why the tools used in mechanical design can be efficently applied in control analysis and how the hidden robot concept must modify the robot design methodologies in order to include control-based performance indices.
Leg observation based control

Cylindrical leg observation and Interaction matrix
The controller proposed in [2] is based on the fact that the robot leg directions c u i (extracted from the projection of the cylindrical link in the image space - Fig. 1 ) are controlled and that the leg direction velocities can be linked to the platform twist c τ c through the expression (the superscript "c" denotes the camera frame):
where M T i is the (3 × 6) interaction matrix for the leg i. For spatial parallel robots, matrices M i are in general of rank 2 [2] . As a result, for spatial robots with more than 2 dof, the observation of several independent legs is necessary to control the end-effector pose. An interaction matrix M T can be obtained by stacking k matrices M T i of k legs, which leads to:
Control
For the visual servoing of a robot, one achieves exponential decay of an error e(s, s d ) between the current primitive vector s and the desired one s d using a proportional linearizing and decoupling control scheme. The visual primitives being unit vectors, it is more elegant to use the geodesic error rather than the standard vector difference, i.e. the error grounding the proposed control law will be e i = c u i × c u di , where c u di is the desired value of c u i . A control is then chosen such that e, the vector stacking the errors e i associated to of k legs, decreases exponentially (i.e.ė = −λ e).
Then, introducing L
is the cross product matrix associated with the vector c u di , the control law can be derived:
where L T can be obtained by stacking the matrices L T i of k legs and the upperscript "+" corresponds to the matrix pseudo-inverse.
This expression can be transformed into the control joint velocities:
where c J inv is the inverse kinematic matrix of the robot relating the end-effector twist to the actuator velocities, i.e. c J invc τ c =q.
It can be proven that the controller can meet numerical issues if: • the matrix L T is rank deficient: in that case, a null error vector e can lead to a non null platform twist c τ c . This appears if and only if M T is rank deficient.
• the pseudo-inverse L T + is rank deficient: in that case, we can meet a local minimum of the controller [8] for which the value of the platform twist c τ c is zero while the error e is not. This appears if and only if M T + is rank deficient.
Clearly, only stacking leg interaction matrices (which is usual in the visual servoing community) is not enough and the singularities of the controller must be studied. The rank-deficiency conditions are difficult to analyze, and indeed, the complexity for the formerly studied robots was so high that they were never obtained. It is shown in the next part that they can be analyzed by taking into account that the matrix M T is indeed the inverse kinematic matrix of a virtual robot hidden into the controller.
The concept of hidden robot model
How to define the legs of the hidden robots
The concept of hidden robot model comes from the following observation: in the classical control approach, the encoders measure the motion of the actuators and this measure is linked to the forward kinematic problem (fkp) x = H (q), where x represents the platform pose and q the encoder measures; in the previously described control approach, the leg directions are observed. So, in a reciprocal manner, one could wonder to what kind of virtual actuators such observations correspond, i.e. what is the virtual robot hidden below the new fkp x = G (u).
The virtual robot hidden into the controller corresponding to x = G (u) can be described as follows [13] . First, the observed links mounted to the platform must be disassembled from the rest of the robot and mounted onto active U joints (Fig. 2) . The U joint must be linked to a passive kinematic chain composed of at most 3 orthogonal passive P joints that ensures that the link on which is it attached performs a translation w.r.t. the base frame. This passive chain is also linked to the segments before the observed links so that they do not change their motion. Note that:
• it is necessary to fix the PPP chain on the preceeding leg links because the information given by the vectors u i is not enough for rebuilding the full platform position and orientation: it is also necessary to get information on the location of the anchor point A n−1 of the observed segment [1]; • 3 P joints are only necessary if and only if the point A n−1 describes a motion in the 3D space; if not, the number of P joints can be decreased such as in [6] ; • when the vector u i is constrained to move in a plane (e.g. for planar legs), the virtual actuator becomes an R joint which must be mounted on the PPP chain.
It should be noticed that, in several cases for robots with a lower mobility, the last joint should be changed so that, if the number of observed legs is inferior to the number of real legs, the hidden robot keeps the same mobility (see [12] ). Moreover, we have presented above the most general methodology, but not the most elegant. In many cases, a hidden robot leg architecture can be obtained such that less modifications w.r.t the real leg are achieved. For example, for the Quattro [12] made of R-{2-UU} legs for which the parallelogram links are observed ({2-UU} subchain links), the R-PPP chain of the hidden robot leg (which is indeed a{R-PPP}-{2-UU} leg) could be fully-equivalently replaced by a planar parallelogram (Π joint) [12] .
How analyzing the controllability of the servoed robots
The aim of this Section is to show how to use the hidden robots for answering points 1 to 4 enumerated in the introduction of the paper. Point 1: Let us consider a general parallel robot composed of 6 legs (one actuator per leg) and having six dof. Using the approach proposed in Section 3.1, each observed leg will lead to a modified hidden robot virtual leg with at least one actuated U joint that has two degrees of actuation. For controlling 6 dof, only 6 degrees of actuations are necessary, i.e. three actuated U are enough. Thus, in a general case, only three legs have to be observed to fully control the platform dof (e.g. see [6] ). Point 2: In many cases, the hidden robot may have assembly modes and singular configurations different from those of the real robot. If the initial and final robot configurations are not included in the same aspect [11] , the robot will not be able to converge to the desired pose, but to a pose that corresponds to another assembly mode that has the same leg directions as the desired final pose (e.g. see [6, 12] ). Point 3: The interaction matrix M T involved in the controller is the inverse kinematic matrix of the hidden robot (and, consequently, M T + is the hidden robot kinematic matrix) which, is most of cases, is not free of singularities. Thus, finding the condition for the rank-deficiency of M T and M T + is equivalent to find the Type 1 and 2 (also called serial and parallel) singularities of the hidden robot [10] . Point 4: The robot could converge to local minima if the matrix M T + is rank deficient, i.e. the hidden robot model encounters a Type 1 singularity. Case Study: In the previous papers, only spatial mechanisms have been studied. For illustrating that section, we have decided to consider the case of the well-known planar 3-RRR robot controlled via the observation of the distal links (links between the passive R joints on each leg). Using the results of previous section, it can be found that its equivalent hidden robot model is a 3-Π RR robot (Fig. 3(a) -grey joints denote actuated joints). Each of its legs is composed of a passive planar parallelogram (Π joint) which is able to maintain constant the orientation of the links B i D i w.r.t. the base and of an RR chain which is mounted on the link B i D i . Forward kinematics and assembly modes. All the solutions to the fkp are at the intersections of the coupler curve (which represents the displacement loci of one platform extremity when one of the leg is disassembled, the actuators of the two other being fixed (see Fig. 3(b) ) -for the present robot, the coupler curve is a sextic curve) with the vertex space of the disassembled leg (here, a circle) [11] . Thus, the solutions of the fkp are at the intersection points (which are at most 6 [11] ) between the aforementioned circle and sextic curve (Fig. 3(b) ). Singular configurations. The Type 1 singularities of 3-Π RR robot appear when one leg is fully streched or folded. Its Type 2 singularities appear when the lines of direction w i (i = 1, 2, 3 - Fig. 3(a) ) passing through points C i intersects in the same point (that can be at infinity). Those conditions are different from the Type 2 singular configurations of the 3-Π RR robot, for which they appear when all lines passing through C i of direction u i intersects in one point [5] .
Rethinking the robot design by using the hidden robot concept
Through the concept of hidden robot, the tools and methodology used in mechanical design -for solving the fkp (e.g. [7, 11] , etc.), for analyzing the singularities (e.g. [4, 11] , etc.) -can be efficiently used in control design and analysis. However, this concept can also be used to rethink the design process of robots controlled via the use of exteroceptive sensors: the concept of hidden robot can lead to the definition of control-based performance indices. We want to mention that, even if we have Fig. 4 How the hidden robot concept should be taken into account into the robot design process deliberately limit the approach to the leg-based visual servoing of parallel robots, the hidden robot concept can be extended to any types of robots controlled via the use of exteroceptive sensors (e.g. cameras, lasers, etc.) which are observing robot internal motions in order to estimate the robot external properties (end-effector pose). Figure 4 illustrates that point. The design process is typically separated into four main phases: (1) the specification of the product requirements coming from the need definition, (2) the phase of conceptual design during which concepts are proposed and evaluated, (3) the embodiement of schemes during which the concepts are developed and analyzed, and (4) the detailed design that leads to the CAD drawing and the manufacturing of prototypes. Phases (1) to (3) are obviously linked in order to modify / improve the design solutions in case of feasability issues.
If, for a given application, it is specified that a robot must be controlled via the use of exteroceptive sensors observing its legs, the designer has to know that such a requirement leads to the definition, for any kind of robot architecture, to a generic concept of hidden robot (such as the one in Fig. 2(b) for leg-based visual servoing). Then, during the conceptual design phase, for each proposed robot architecture, the corresponding hidden robots can be defined and their singularities can be analyzed. A feedback can be given to the designer so that he can choose, for example, the robot architectures that have the hidden robot models with the minimal number of singular configurations. If, for any reason, all hidden robots are architecturally singular, the design specifications concerning sensor types and observed elements must be modified (by proposing other sensors, or other observed elements). Then, once the potential architectures are selected, they must be optimized in phase 3. More detailed kinematic models of the robots and of their corresponding hidden robots are defined and used for extracting performances indices (e.g. w.r.t. accuracy), for defining a controller, and simulating the robot behavior. If the results do not meet the design requirements, previous design steps must be conducted again. Finally, during the implementation of the controller in the manufactured prototype, the hid-den robot model equations must be implemented. Our future works will focus on the practical implementation of such a design methodology.
Conclusion
In that paper, it has been shown that some sensor-based control approaches well adapted for servoing parallel robots involve the presence of virtual robots hidden into the controller, which have assembly modes and singularities different from the real robots. The analysis of the robot models hidden into the controllers developped by the sensor-based control community required the use of mathematical tools developped by the mechanical design community. This analysis is crucial to avoid control issues that can arise if interaction matrices are stacked without deeper analysis. It has also been shown that the tools used in mechanical design can be efficently used in control analysis and that the hidden robot concept can be smartly used in the design process of robots in order to include control-based performance indices.
